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Discover the unexpected
"De Minett" welcomes you



      
      
      

      

      
      

        
          
          
          
        

        
        


...Unexpected sites in an unsuspected area...



The region in the south of Luxembourg has been strongly marked by the industrial culture but has managed to give itself a new identity over time, where the industrial past and new technologies melt into a unique mixture.  Hip and modern cities offer a large variety of places to visit and explore: rock festivals and arts exhibitions, traditional restaurants in former industrial sites and star cuisine, nature reserves and spectacular rides on mining trains and much more.
De Minett, as Luxembourgers refer to the region in the south of Luxembourg, derives its name from the glowing red iron ore that dominates the natural landscape. The ferrous ore made a substantial contribution to the Grand Duchy’s economic development and rapid rise in prosperity during the mid-19th century. Following the steel crisis in the 1970s, Luxembourg underwent a successful structural change and embarked upon a new economic course. Fortunately, however, numerous remnants from the bygone steel era remained intact and an area holding fascinating attractions for visitors developed. Nature started to recover and reclaim some of what was forcefully taken.
The entire region is labeled as a UNESCO biosphere; for good reason, as it has become young and dynamic, multicultural and colorful – quite simply a region of contrasts!
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Eat & Sleep
From Kabaisercher to Hotels, the Minett Region has plenty to offer to its visitors. Its regional treats and recipes will surprise and enchant you.

Find out moreFind out more
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Family & kid friendly activities in the Minett Region
Stuck inside on a rainy day, no idea what to do as a family? Fret not, because the Minett Region has plenty of leisure activities ideally suited to visiting families.

Find out moreFind out more
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Guided Tours in the Minett region
Discover the Minett region with one of the regions many trained tourist guides, allowing you to get a better understanding of the rich history and heritage of this important region.

Find out moreFind out more
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Going out in the Minett region
The nightlife in the region in the south of Luxembourg will be worth a visit; music festivals, show venues, nightclubs, bars and more.

Find out moreFind out more
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Shopping
Markets, regional products, shopping malls and more. Weekly and monthly markets offer fresh produce, and some shops of the region specialize in circular economy models.

Find out moreFind out more
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Art and Culture in the Minett Region
The region in the south of Luxembourg has been strongly marked by the industrial culture but has managed to give itself a new identity over time, where the industrial past and new technologies melt into a unique mixture.

Find out moreFind out more
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Sport and leisure activities in the Minett Region
The Minett Region is a prime destination for sporty adventures and leisure activities. Mountainbiking, wall climbing, family activities or swimming pools await.

Find out moreFind out more
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Nature & Tours in the Minett Region
The nature in the South of Luxembourg is strongly marked by its past; ore exploitation, industrial hotspots and the need for more space to live and work has shaped the landscape immensely. Nowadays, the entire area is peppered with nature reserves, preserving the common heritage.

Find out moreFind out more
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Hiking in the Minett Region
From Clemency to Dudelange or to Bettembourg, the Minett region offers exceptional hiking opportunities through the heart of the land of the Red Rocks: Circular walks, thematic hikes, short and long distance trails, accessible walks and the regional multistage hiking trail Minett Trail - there's something for everyone.

Find out moreFind out more
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Industrial Heritage and Nature in the Minett region
The "Minett" iron ore, which also gives the region its name, made a significant contribution to the economic development and rapid growth in prosperity of the Grand Duchy from the mid-19th century until the 1970s. The traces and heritage sites preserved to this day bring you closer to the very eventful history.

Find out moreFind out more
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What's going on?
Arts, culture, festivals and more in the Minett Region. The Minett is home to many music festivals, theaters and concert stages, and there's regular exhibitions, festivities, shows and more going on.

Find out moreFind out more





Top seasonal spots
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Where? Gaalgebierg, L-4142 Esch-sur-Alzette

Escher Déierepark - Animal Park



A real paradise for nature lovers, just a short trip from city centre

Find out moreFind out more
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Thematic paths

Tour tip

Kids & Family

Scenic

Dog-friendly

Geological Trail - "Giele Botter"

Distance: 2,43 km
Duration: 0:45 h
Difficulty: medium

Find out moreFind out more
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Where? 41, rue de Belval, 4024 Esch-sur-Alzette

BlocX - Urban Fitness



Luxemburgs biggest boulder gym

Find out moreFind out more





Live memories and impressions
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Find the perfect location for your eventFind the perfect location for your event
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